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1 Introduction 

One of the BuildHeat objectives has been to develop cost-efficient heating and cooling 
solutions for the refurbished of multifamily houses. One of those solutions has been an air-to-
air heat pump with integrated domestic hot water (DHW) production and storage as well as 
room ventilation, mainly powered with photovoltaic (PV) energy.  

The system consists of a commercially available heat pump unit by CLIVET named ELFOPack, 
which has been improved with an integrated inverter to enable a direct connection to small-
scale PV fields. As the aim of the project has been to develop an hardware and control solution 
that has been meant to maximise PV electricity self-consumption, the PV field connected to 
the inverter does not inject electricity into the network, hence penalising solutions that do not 
use or store the renewable energy available; in this way, the design process has awarded a 
system that tries to maximise self-consumption. 

The original aim of the project has been to develop, test and optimise the unit when integrated 
with the so-called Multi Control Inverter (MCI). The MCI has been developed by the research 
centre for energy resources and consumption (CIRCE). The prototype of MCI has been 
completed and integrated with the ELFOPack. Communication between the units and with the 
infrastructure for monitoring has been developed and the system has been tested to operate 
properly. Accordingly, a prototype has been tested at DLR facilities. To do this, DLR emulated 
one apartment and climate dynamic operation conditions. 

The results of these tests have not shown to be satisfactory, due partially to a not yet identified 
malfunctioning of the MCI, that has not been able to exploit solar power available as expected, 
and partially to operation conditions of the heat pump system not in line with the rated 
operation. Both these aspects are detailed more in depth in the next sections.  

To exploit the real potential of the solution, a commercial, small-size inverter has been adopted 
and integrated with the ELFOPack, substituting the MCI. This inverter with his specifications 
ensures the same functionalities of the MCI, even though it cannot be integrated inside the 
ELFOPack due to its sizes. 

Some additional tests have been performed at CLIVET facilities to evaluate the operation of 
this new solution. The tests reproduce two typical winter days with different outdoor 
temperature profiles. 

The tests highlight realistic average heat pump COP achieved during typical winter days and 
the possible contribution of PV electricity available to the overall system (PV + heat pump) 
performance. 
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2 The heat pump plus PV system 

The system mainly contains an air-to-air heat pump, an inverter and a PV system. These 
components will be shortly presented in this chapter in order to be able to follow more easily 
the discussion of the following paragraphs and fully understand the system which has been 
installed in Zaragoza. 

2.1 Clivet ELFOPack heat pump unit 

Clivet ELFOPack (Figure 1) is a multifunction air-to-air heat pump unit fulfilling the following 
needs within a building: 

• heating and cooling 

• dehumidification 

• DHW production 

• mechanical ventilation with thermodynamic recovery 

• air cleaning with electronic filtering 

 

 
 

 Figure 1: Clivet ELFOPack (left); opened ELFOPack system (right) [1] 
 

With a rated heating capacity of 3.2 kW at 7 °C outdoor temperature and a cooling capacity of 
2.1 kW at 35 °C outdoor temperature, the ELFOPack is mainly dimensioned for well-insulated 
apartments. In particular, it is adapted to the quick and cost-effective retrofit of multifamily 
houses with nZEB standard. 

ELFOPack has incorporated a 180 l domestic hot water storage, suitable to satisfy DHW needs 
for up to four residents. 
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Figure 2 shows the ports to link the ELFOPack with the air ducts of the apartment. Port a) is 
the outlet for the exhaust air, which will be transferred to the outside of the building. The stale 
air from kitchen and bath is linked to port b) and the supply air into the room on port c). Port d) 
is provided to suck in fresh air form outside. The indoor air recirculation intake is connected to 
port e). 

 

 

a) Outlet for exhaust air 

b) Stale air ejection 

c) Fresh air supply 

d) Inlet external air 

e) Inlet indoor air recirculation 

Figure 2: connections to air ducts, internal flows representing the summer operation [1] 
 

Depending on the outdoor weather conditions, different operation modes are possible. 

In winter mode, the heat pump’s thermal source is a mix of extracted stale air and outdoor air. 
The intake air is a mix of renewal external air and recirculation air. The integrated electronic 
filter purifies both of them before injecting the treated supply air into the dwellings through the 
aeraulic distribution system. The heat pump is a variable speed one and driven by an inverter 
is able to modulate its capacity in order to fulfil the changing thermal needs. Simultaneously 
the system produces constantly domestic hot water. If the thermal needs of domestic hot water 
cannot be fulfilled or in extreme external conditions, an integrated electrical heater with 1.2 kW 
power will be switched on. During extreme conditions also an integrated post-heating coil is 
activated. This is used also in midseason to avoid too close and stop of the compressor to 
enlarge its lifetime and reliability. 

During summer mode the intake air is dehumidified and cooled down to the right temperature 
in order to fulfil the cooling loads. All the heat taken from cooling the intake air will be recovered 
and transferred to produce domestic hot water to be available when required by the user. In 
this condition in particular, the efficiency is maximum because all the energy is used to satisfy 
the thermal needs of the houses. It’s important to underline that in nZEB buildings, which are 
expected to be more and more diffused in coming years, the energy required by DHW is an 
increased fraction of the global consumption in houses [1]. 

In mid-season, the heat pump unit can activate, under suitable conditions, a Free-Cooling 
mode. That means the intake air is mixed with recirculation air to fulfil the thermal needs, 
without activation of the compressor [1]. This manages to cool down the dwellings with very 
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low energy consumption (only to ventilation). The same phenomenon can happen in 
midseason when external temperature is higher than the internal on with unsatisfied set. In this 
case Free-Heating is activated in the same way. 

Within the BuildHeat project, the standard electrical heater of 1.2 kW has been substituted for 
the field test by a new one with different power levels e.g. 300 W, 500 W and 800 W. This in 
order or the produce of DHW and gain more flexibility in using fluctuating PV power. This 
substitution has been done only between DLR and Clivet tests. 

2.2 Heat Pump unit plus Multi Control Inverter (MCI)  

A main subject of the project was the increase of the final energy consumption of the 
apartments, which is directly related to the users annually incurred costs for power and heat.  

For this reason, PV power from dedicated PV fields on the façade should cover partly the 
power demand of the heat pump system. Therefore, a specific DC/AC-inverter with additional 
functions is needed. Main requirements of the system developed are: power management of 
heat pump or electrical heater and data interface for higher-level control, fitting the existing 
installation dimension of the ELFOPack chassis. The main specifications are listed in Table 1. 
The dimensions of the MCI Box are: 390 x 178 x 84 mm (height x width x depth).  

This device has been developed and prototypes produced by the project partner CIRCE and 
a first impression of the prototype can be seen in Figure 3 to Figure 5.  

 
 

Table 1: Technical specifications inverter 

Grid input 

Rated voltage 230 VAC 

Connection type Single phase ( P + N ) 

Frequency  50 Hz 

Rated phase current 12 A 

Power factor Variable in function of needs   

Other High Frequency Galvanic Isolation for the PV 

Protections  

• Grid over/under voltage and frequency 

• Anti-island algorithm 

• Grid over current 

• Differential current protection  

• Reverse power relay 

PV input  

Rated Voltage From 150 up to 350 VDC, < 150 VDC with current limited 

Maximum power < 1 kW 
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Figure 3: MCI Box received by CIRCE 
 

 

Figure 4: MCI Box integrated into the ELFOPack 

         

Figure 5: Other pictures of the MCI Box integrated into the ELFOPack 
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The proper integrated operation of MCI with ELFOPack and the monitoring of the overall 
system requires a communication architecture to be setup. To this purpose, we decided that a 
Modbus is optimal, since that is native in ELFOPack and widely used by Schneider (who 
collaborated to the development of the integrated solution). 

The overall communication architecture, represented in Figure 6, is reported below: the MCI 
communicates to the ELFOPack how much PV electricity is available; this information is then 
used to optimise the power utilisation within the ELFOPack components: ventilation fans, heat 
pump compressor and thermal resistance.  
 

 

Figure 6: ModBus RTU communication among ElfoPack, MCI unit and the Schneider gateway to the cloud 

2.3 Heat Pump unit plus commercial inverter 

It’s to be noted that the MCI has never been put in operation during demonstration activities, 
although the high effort spent to develop it and to integrate it into the ELFOPack. This choice 
is due to different reasons: 
 

1. The MCI tests performed at DLR have shown that the prototype was not ready yet to be 
installed in real environment and that some improvements are needed for it to become a 
product that can be used in real applications. 

2. The MCI was not CE marked by the producer. It seemed too risky for dwellers safety to 
install it in a real demonstration environment. To become commercially mature a 
certification process is to be planned for MCI, after the end of BuildHEAT project. This 
activity has been considered also within the project but the timing for certification was not 
compatible with project demonstration targets and project timing. 

 

Hence , it was decided to look for a new commercial inverter on the market, which can fully 
integrate with the ELFOPack and keep the same functionalities of the MCI.  

This was found in particular in Solis mini 1000-4G, a commercial PV inverter by Ginlong, (see 
Figure 7). This inverter, thanks to a power meter (Figure 8) that has to be connected on the 
power line from/to the grid, can ensure 0 feed-in power to the grid and can communicate both 
with the ELFOPack and with Schneider gateway for monitoring of the solution via Modbus 
protocol. This communication is made possible thanks to its double Modbus ports. 
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Figure 7: Solis mini 4000 G by Ginlong – General aspect and dimensions. 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Connection of the Power Meter to the grid power supply. 
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The electrical scheme of the solution with monitoring architecture included is reported in Figure 
9. In this scheme the power meter is represented as AP5.  

More information about the inverter used are reported in the general data sheet reported in 
Figure 10. 
 

 

Figure 9: Electrical Scheme of ELFOPack solution for Zaragoza Case of Study. 
 

The only drawback of this choice is that the sizes of the inverter are not compatible with the 
integration inside the ELFOPack box. This leads to a solution in which the inverter is placed 
near the ELFOPack or at entrance door of each dwelling, next the main electric cabinet and is 
connected to the ELFOPack through a dedicated electric panel with all the protections needed 
to PV field and to the grid. Moreover, the inverter is connected with both power and 
communication cables to the ELFOPack. 

In particular Solis inverter was selected considering the necessity to guarantee maximum 
efficiencies (96.5 % accordingly to EU PV inverter normative), to lower acoustic noise as much 
as possible (< 20 dbA), this being one of the main needs given that the unit is placed inside 
the dwelling. In particular, this inverter can satisfy Spanish noise limitations due to natural 
convection cooling of the PCB having no active fan. 

A lot of work was done to integrate the Solis inverter for the correct communication with 
ELFOPack and to adapt the previous algorithms to the information available from this 
commercial inverter. 

All this activity prolonged both development time and required a very long and expensive 
installation phase. Despite the delays with the development of BuildHEAT MCI, this experience 
thought us how integration and standardisation is important for complex systems to be 
affordably (from the technical and economic perspectives) used in the residential sector. 
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Figure 10: Solis Mini 4000 G by Ginlong – DataSheet 
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2.4 PV Modules 

As already mentioned, PV power should be used in combination with electric driven units like 
heat pumps and mechanical ventilation units. In buildHEAT, the ELFOPack units and the 
commercial inverter have been integrated with a ZT 205S PV panel from Zytech Solar (205 W 
/ 1.3 m², see Figure 18). Small solar fields have been set up to be connected to each heat 
pump unit, composed of 6 to 8 panels. 

 
 

Figure 11: data sheet of PV Module 
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3 Initial tests on the MCI + heat pump solution 

3.1 Energy demands and available profiles 

The monitoring and simulation work performed initially at the demonstration sites has allowed 
to elaborate DHW, space heating and cooling loads time series, that are useful to understand 
how the different technologies developed in BuildHeat will need to operate after set up.  

Since it has been decided at the beginning of the project that the PV + heat pump solutions 
would be installed at the demonstration building in Zaragoza, the thermal load patterns 
assessed for this building after retrofit have been taken as a reference for laboratory tests at 
DLR, performed under variable boundary conditions. 

Based on the insulation material, doors and windows newly installed, EURAC calculated 
thermal loads reported in Figure 12 and in Figure 13 for 2 dwelling types in the multifamily 
house concerned.  

 

Figure 12: Visualization of expected energy demands after renovation for Zaragoza apartment type 1 

 

Figure 13: Visualization of expected energy demands after renovation of Zaragoza apartment type 2 
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3.2 Test conditions 

To evaluate the performance presumably achieved in a real environment specific test profiles 
for a benchmark are needed. DLR tested the ELFOPack system in order to gain benchmark 
data and development of recommendations to the manufacturer and system integrator as well 
as operators; a test bench for the emulation of climate conditions and high dynamic apartment 
loads was used. 

It is to be clarified here that the tests described in this chapter were meant to verify the 
operation of the MCI when coupled with the ELFOPack unit. For this reason, only space 
heating and cooling demands were emulated, while no DHW draw off were performed, nor the 
use of the electric resistance was assessed in combination with PV electricity available. 

3.2.1 Test profiles 

The focus of this approach provides typical, realistic load profiles, which are derived 
quantitatively from real data. Figure 14 shows the daily thermal demands and the mean 
outdoor temperatures of apartment type 1 from the multi-family house in Zaragoza. The data 
has been directly derived from the annual profiles that EURAC simulated for the renovated 
building. 

The annual data set has to be converted to a shorter profile in order to lower the number of 
days for laboratory tests. It can be seen from the graph that the threshold between heating and 
cooling lies around 15 °C mean outdoor temperature. If the temperature is above 15 °C than 
mainly cooling is needed and as expected at temperature level lower 15 °C heating is needed. 
Hence, a first categorization into seasons was carried out according to the daily mean 
temperature, as seen in Table 2. Experience has shown that the temperature levels 15 °C and 
5 °C are well suited for this purpose. Considering that approach every daily data set of the 
annual data set has been assigned to one of these three seasons. 

 

Figure 14: Daily mean temperature and thermal energy demand from Zaragoza - Apartment 1 

Table 2: Categorization of data to seasons 

cooling 

heating 
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Season Daily mean temperature 

Summer T_mean ≥ 15 °C 

Mid-season 15 °C > T_mean ≥ 5 °C 

Winter T_mean < 5 °C 

 

 

Figure 15: Histogram of daily radiation energy, calculated from annual profile for apartment type 1 
 

One main target of the tests is the evaluation of the MCI running under different climate and 
operation conditions. Therefore, the solar radiation plays an important role. The correlation 
between the daily radiation energy and season can be seen in Figure 15.  

Mainly in summer and mid-season the available radiation energy varies a lot. To take this into 
account during the development of test profiles, it has been decided to introduce a further 
classification for all seasons by using the daily radiation energy. This is a compromise between 
testing various conditions and the available time period using nine different but representative 
classified type days (see Table 3). To exclude extreme data outliers, only data within a 
confidence interval of 98 % around the respective mean value have been considered. 

Table 3: Developed type day categories 

 
High 
irradiation 

Medium 
irradiation 

Little 
irradiation 

Summer S-HI S-MI S-LI 

Mid-season M-HI M-MI M-LI 

Winter W-HI W-MI W-LI 
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As a final outcome, all days are assigned to one type day category. Using a self-developed 
software one reference day from each category in order to fit the annual energy demand in the 
best way was selected. Table 4 shows the resulting amount of type-days for each type-day 
category and the belonging energy and radiation values. As the daily demands for hot water 
(2.74 kWh) remains constant, they are not listed here, see also Figure 18 for DHW demand 
profile used. 
 

Table 4: Amount of type days and daily energy demands for each type day category 

Type day 
Amount 
per year 

Radiation 
energy (*) 
[kWh/day] 

Heat 
demand 
[kWh/day] 

Cooling 
demand 
[kWh/day] 

Electrical 
demand 
customer 
[kWh/day] 

  relevant relevant relevant optional 

S-HI 77 7.9 0 6.3 5.4 

S-MI 91 5.8 0 3.7 5.7 

S-LI 14 3.1 0 1.4 6.5 

M-HI 22 5.5 4.2 0 4.9 

M-MI 95 2.9 9.6 0 5.9 

M-LI 39 1.3 18.2 0 5.5 

W-HI 1 4.9 16.4 0 5.6 

W-MI 15 2.2 24.9 0 6.2 

W-LI 11 1.2 37.3 0 6.6 

      

Type days  1677.8 2514.4 841.4 2079.5 

Annual profile  1712.8 2538.6 835.9 1965.6 

Deviation  2.04% 0.95% 0.65% 5,79% 

(*) Based on five PV modules with a total power of 2x205=1025 Wp. placed on the roof with a 
tilt of about 18° to south 

 

Due to the climatic conditions in Zaragoza, the majority of type days belong to summer and 
mid-season. Obviously, the heating demand is higher on days with low radiation caused by the 
lower solar heat gained through the windows. This is a physical reason that penalizes heat 
pumps + PV system in heating mode. On the contrary in the cooling mode the potential is much 
higher because the solar power is more aligned with the thermal needs for maintaining comfort 
condition in summer. 

Figure 16 shows the radiation profiles for each type day category and Figure 17 the belonging 
dynamic heating and cooling demands. In Figure 18 is reported instead the DHW profile used, 
considered constant for each day of the test campaign. 

Please note that for the tests the electric energy demand of the apartment or rather customer 
was not considered due to the fact that the hardware design of the MCI does not allow to feed 
electrical power into the grid. 
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Figure 16: Radiation profiles for the nine type day categories for Zaragoza 

 

 

Figure 17: Thermal energy profiles of the nine type day categories for Zaragoza apartment type 1 
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Figure 18: Domestic hot water profile  

3.2.2 Time-lapse test 

For the laboratory testing, the developed type days have been arranged to a time-lapse test.  

The main objectives by designing time lapse tests are a low number of total test days as well 
as a representative ratio of each specific test day. The frequency of every type-day within this 
test was derived from its absolute amount within one whole year. It can be seen that by utilizing 
the same ratio of type days in the test sequence and rounding the result to full days, the sum 
of days will be 20. One should consider a) each type day must be represented b) each type 
day should be measured at least twice. To meet these requirements adjustments are needed 
(see Table 5). Overall, the time-lapse test will last 20 days plus one additional initial day for 
start-up.  

To calculate the annual energy amount from the time-lapse test results, the mean test results 
from each of the nine type day categories will be multiplied with their absolute frequency within 
one year. 

 

Table 5: Analysis of available type days in test sequence according to annual data set 

Type day 
Number of 
type days 

Ratio to 
full year 

Calculated 
number of 
type days 
in test 
sequence 

(20 days) 

Rounded 
number of 
type days 
in test 
sequence 

 

Deviation 

Final 
number of 
type days 
in test 
sequence 

S-HI 77 0.211 4.219 4 -0.219 3 

S-MI 91 0.249 4.986 5 0.014 3 

S-LI 14 0.038 0.767 1 0.233 2 

M-HI 22 0.060 1.205 1 -0.205 2 

M-MI 95 0.260 5.205 5 -0.205 3 

M-LI 39 0.107 2.137 2 -0.137 2 

W-HI 1 0.003 0.055 0 -0.055 1 

W-MI 15 0.041 0.822 1 0.178 2 

W-LI 11 0.030 0.603 1 0.397 2 

Total 365   20  20 
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Now, the arrangement of those available type days has to be selected. For this, all possible 
test sequences where the seasons of the type day sequence match the full year sequence are 
generated. Then, all sequences are evaluated with regard to the resulting thermal load 
distributions and the distribution of load-free periods. The sequence which is most similar to 
the full year sequence with respect to these criteria is selected, see Table 6Table 6. 
 

Table 6: Order of type days within time-lapse test 

 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7 

Initial day W-LI       

Test week 1 W-LI W-MI W-HI M-MI M-HI M-HI M-LI 

Test week 2 S-LI S-MI S-MI S-HI S-HI S-MI S-HI 

Test week 3 S-LI M-MI M-LI M-MI W-MI W-LI  

3.2.3 Test bench 

Figure 2 shows the air flow connections of the ELFOPack. The temperature of the inflowing air 
into the ELFOPack unit has to be emulated: on the one hand ambient air conditions and on 
the other hand the heated or cooled air stream from the apartment. Regarding the available 
profiles and the developed time-lapse tests, the following requirements on the test bench have 
been determined (Table 7): 
 

Table 7: Requirements on the test bench 

 
Outdoor temperature 
simulation (OTS) 

Room temperature 
simulation (RTS) 

Minimum temperature -8 °C 18 °C 

Maximum temperature 40 °C 30 °C 

 

Regarding these requirements a test bench has been designed, see Figure 19. Main 
components are two ventilation channels or rather air-conditioning ducts which are able to heat 
and cool the air in the laboratory to the desired temperature levels for emulating the outdoor 
climate (Figure 20) and apartment (see Figure 21). Furthermore, dynamic domestic hot water 
load profiles can be emulated by using an installed control and measurement device. 
 

Both ventilation channels have integrated cooling registers, heating registers and fans to 
compensate possible pressure losses. Due to the high demand for thermal power, the cooling 
register of the OTS (Outdoor Temperature Simulation) has been linked to a separate cooling 
machine type Huber Unichiller 100TW-H6 with a maximum cooling power of 10 kW at 0 °C. To 
reach the desired RTS (Room Temperature Simulation) conditions the cooling water supply in 
the laboratory can be used. 
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Figure 19: Flow diagram of test bench and heat pump 

 

Figure 20: Ventilation channel for outdoor temperature simulation (OTS) with a 6.5 kW cooling register 
linked to the cooling machine and a 3 kW electrical heater 

 

Figure 21: Ventilation channel for room temperature simulation (RTS) with a 0.7 kW cooling register 
linked to the cooling circuit and a 1.35 kW electrical heater 
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The designed ventilation channels have been piped with spiral ducts to the ELFOPack. 
Furthermore, there has been installed equipment to measure relevant temperatures, air 
humidity and air flows. The final construction of the test bench can be seen in Figure 22 and 
Figure 23.  

To simulate the PV power a PV simulator high voltage DC supply (Chroma 62150H-1000S) 
with a maximum voltage of 1,000 VDC and a maximum current of 15 A is used.  

To save the measured data, a PC with Microsoft Windows operating systems is used. On the 
PC runs a Java program that manages the incidental data and saves them to log-files. The 
program also manages the PLCs (Programmable Logic Controller) that collect the measured 
data and controls the command values which are send to the hardware via Modbus in order to 
control the system in the desired way. Test profiles will run automatically. 

 

 

Figure 22: DLR test bench for ELFOPack plus MCI 

 

 
Figure 23: Final DLR test bench after insulation of pipework  
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Table 8 shows a list of installed measuring instruments and the related uncertainties. 

 

Table 8: Measuring instruments and uncertainty of measurement 

Measured variable Type Measuring uncertainty 

Electrical power Carlo Gavazzi EM24 ± 1 % 

Air flow rate Kimo Debimo 100 ± 3 % 

Air temperature FuehlerSysteme RKFT(H)/A-I 
±0.3 K (10 to 40 °C) 

and ±0.5 K  (-10 to 10 °C) 

Air humidity FuehlerSysteme RKFT(H)/A-I 
±2 % (30 to 70 % r. H.), 

else ±3 % 

Water flow rate Profimess SI-00.20 
± (0,02 x Vm [l/min] + 0,005 x 
12,5 l/min) 

Water temperature 
Profimess PT-03 (PT100-3 
leaders) 

±2 x (0,15 °C + 0,0002 x Tm [°C]) 

3.2.4 Pre-tests 

Before starting the developed of time-lapse tests, an evaluation has been performed of the 
developed test bench and some pretesting of the standard ELFOPack system. Therefore, 
different types of dynamic load profiles have been performed. Figure 24b shows the heating 
profile for type day M-LI in green colour and how the ELFOPack system reacts in order to fulfil 
this demand in red colour. The last two mentioned temperature profiles can be seen in Figure 
24a. Temperature was measured very close to the air outlets which can be seen at the 
temperature fluctuations. 

In case of a decreasing indoor temperature (blue / Figure 24a), the system reacts with a rising 
supply into the room temperature (orange) by switching on the compressor (Figure 25). After 
the compressor has been switched off, the mechanical ventilation is still active. This leads to 
an air exchange into the room, which is good for the air quality, but also leads to an effective 
cooling, which correspond to negative values in the heat production.  

The heat capacity of the room simulated in the test bench was assumed to be that of 212.5 m3 
air, which is probably somewhat lower than in a real environment where walls and furniture 
also contribute to the heat capacity. The ELFOPack shows a two-point switching control 
behaviour to keep the room temperature at its setpoint. After the room temperature has 
exceeded the setpoint to some degree, the compressor is switched off, while the air flow is still 
maintained. The air flow is partially recirculated with an uptake of cold outdoor air, effectively 
cooling down the room temperature. In the test bench, a mixing ratio of recirculated air and 
outdoor air of 1:1 was implemented, which led to lower air inflow temperatures and a higher 
cooling of the room as with the specified mixing ratio of 3:1 would have been achieved. This, 
together with the smaller heat capacity probably leads to a faster switching behaviour and a 
higher heating demand as would have been observed in practice. Consequently, the electrical 
demand of the ELFOPack was increased during the lab tests. Such an operating performance 
is usually not expected in practice.  
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Figure 24: Temperature and heating profiles measured on type day M-LI 
 

 

 

Figure 25: Compressor signal and electrical demand measured on type day M-LI 

 

  

a) 
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b) 
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3.3 Test results 

Numerous tests have been carried out to measure the performance of the heat pump as well 
as the integrated MCI. The following testing campaign can be roughly divided into three 
phases: 
 

1. Evaluation of test profiles and test bench on the standard ELFOPack (System A) 

2. Benchmark testing of the ELFOPack plus MCI (System B) 

3. Benchmark testing of the ELFOPack plus optimised MCI (System B) 
 

After the delivery of the ELFOPack plus MCI (System B) some performance tests have been 
done. Reproducible results are essential requirements for the benchmarking of the system. 
Unfortunately, these conditions were met only after time-consuming manual adjustments and 
rectifications. Table 9 gives a brief overview of the related activities. 
 

Table 9: Overview course of the activities 

date Event / Action 

Jan – Feb 
2018 

Initial tests test bench and heat pump operation (System A) 

March 2018 Time-lapse test 

April 2018 Icing of the test bench heat exchanger (outdoor temperature simulation) 

08/05/2018 Delivery of the new ELFOPack with MCI (System B) and integration 

June 2018 Adjustment and testing of the test procedure for winter days to avoid icing 

June 2018 Determination of insufficient ELFOPack air flows 

July 2018 Identification and elimination of data communication errors 

August 2018 
Reshipment and repairing of the ELFOPack, decision process certification 
of the MCI 

12/11/2018 Delivery of repaired ELFOPack with MCI (System B) and integration 

Nov 2018 Initial time-lapse test (sequences of relevant days) 

Dec 2018 1st final time-lapse test ZaragozaREN_85 

Jan 2019 2nd final time-lapse test ZaragozaREN_85 

March 2019 Dismantling of the ELFOPack with MCI 

3.3.1 Icing issue 

The emulation of the required outdoor temperature is realised by a ventilation channel with 
integrated heat exchanger, see Figure 20. At temperatures below freezing, particularly at high 
humidity, the cold heat exchanger freezes, which is why the air cannot be cooled or rather kept 
at a constant cold temperature. Thus, the heat exchanger has to be defrosted automatically 
during the emulation of winter days after a certain time of operation. To meet these demands, 
various strategies were tested and validated in order to avoid the falsifying of measurements. 
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As a result, the total required time for a time-lapse test rises from 21 days to around 22 days. 
The following Table 10 gives exemplary information for one winter day.  
 

Table 10: Splitted W-MI typeday 

Splitted W-MI typeday        

1. Pre-Cooling phase 21 minutes of pre-cooling with constant outdoor temperature 

2. First profile phase Starting the first 8 hours of the profile 

3. Defrosting Defrosting the cooler (+ 35 °C) 

4. Pre-Cooling phase 21 minutes of pre-cooling with constant outdoor temperature 

5. Second profile phase Running the next 8 hours of the profile 

6. Defrosting Defrosting the cooler (+ 35 °C) 

7. Pre-Cooling phase 21 minutes of pre-cooling with constant outdoor temperature 

8. Third profile phase Running the last 8 hours of the profile 

 

Not all daily values are reported in this document. Table 11 shows the resume of the calculated 
annual values of the time-lapse test for the Zaragoza apartment no. 1. The time-lapse tests 
with an overall duration of 21 days were performed twice, where each test delivered the same 
results.  

It is important to note that the tests performed are dynamic tests. The results are therefore very 
different from standard tests on which heat pump market is based for rating tests like SCOP 
(Seasonal Coefficient of Performance). In contrast to that standardized measurements under 
more or less fixed specific operation conditions, a wider and dynamic operating range, a wider 
temperature range as well as lower flowrates within the test bench have to be considered. In 
addition, all power consumption was considered during the test. Under operation, the 
ELFOPack and MCI power demands consist of the following main contributors: compressor, 
fans and MCI. The fans are also used for room ventilation, even if no heating or cooling is 
needed. Additional power is used to provide domestic hot water. However, the results of the 
lab measurement should be interpreted in a prudent way. 
 

Table 11: Overview data and results of time-lapse test Zaragoza 

Parameter   value unit 

Heat demand [A] 2,511 [kWh] 

Cooling demand [B] -844 [kWh] 

Hot water demand [C] 1,000 [kWh] 

Solar radiation [D] 1,848 [kWh] 

System power demand [E] 2,795 [kWh] 

Heat output [F] 2,863 [kWh] 

Cooling output [G] -1,035 [kWh] 

Hot water output [H] 1,002 [kWh] 

Inverted PV power [I] 31.7 [kWh] 
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Total thermal energy demand  [F]+[G]+[H] 4,900 [kWh] 

Max. PV-self-consumption (calculated) [K] 690 [kWh] 

Proportional PV-self-consumption [K]/[D] 37 % 

Thermal energy to operating power ratio (TOR) ([F]+[G]+[H])/[E] 1.75 - 
 

Considering all energy flows of the entire ELFOPack for heating, cooling as well as air 
ventilation, for the generation of 1.75 kW thermal power 1 kW electrical power is needed.  

A comparison of the achieved results with operating figures in practice is only possible to a 
limited extent, because the operation of an aeraulic plant within a test bench by using dynamic 
profiles is a very challenging task. The ELFOPack system is designed to operate with a 
balanced aeraulic distribution system with a specific range of pressure drop in order to be able 
to deliver the design flowrates. To reach an efficient operation by using aeraulic plants the 
designed flowrates as well as flow ratios must be met.  
 

Table 12: Comparison aeraulic design parameters and measured parameters   

Parameter marking* design 
average 
measured 

unit 

Stale air extraction  

(bathroom and kitchens) 
[b] 100 140 [m³/h] 

Room supply 

(of which 100 m³/h is renewal air and 
300 m³/h is recirculated air) 

[c] 400 300 [m³/h] 

Fresh air intake 

(100 m³/h is renewal air + 300 m³/h    
recirculation air) 

[d] 400 270 [m³/h] 

Indoor air circulation [e] 300 160 [m³/h] 

ratio between recirculation and 
outdoor to internal coil 

 3:1 1:1 [–] 

(*) see Figure 2 page 3 and Figure 19 page 18  
 

As can be seen in the table above, in the test these actual measured parameters deviate from 
the design parameters. In particular, the ratio between external air for renewal and recirculation 
is very important for efficiency. The lower the ratio, the higher is the energy demand for heating 
or cooling the supply air, since only a fraction of the warm air is recovered and an excess of 
fresh, outdoor air is inputted to the dwelling, compared to what is need for hygienic purposes 
(less than 100 m3/h in the cases considered). 

As already stated, the performance measurements obtained from the tests cannot be directly 
compared to corresponding numbers from real-life applications.  

Unfortunately, only a fraction (31.7 kWh) of the available PV power was used by the MCI. It 
was, however, not possible to identify the reason for that unexpected operation. Figure 26 and 
Figure 27 show exemplarily the operational characteristics of the MCI on identical test days. 
However, only on Day 6 a few operating hours of the MCI could be observed.  
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Measurements with other conventional inverters, with the only aim to validate the correct test 
bench operation, were successful.  

A possible difficulty might be that the integrated MCI has to power the compressor directly, 
such that a very reactive power management is needed. On the other hand, also 
communication issues might have arisen, impeding the MCI to understand that the heat pump 
was in need of electricity. 
 

 

Figure 26: Operational characteristics MCI test day 5 (mid-season, high irradiation) 

 

Figure 27: Operational characteristics MCI test day 6 (mid-season, high irradiation) 
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For an estimation of the maximum useable PV energy, the intersection of theoretically available 
PV power and electricity demand was calculated. Based on the test results, about 25 %, 
amounting to 690 kWhPV, of the annual power demand for heating and cooling could be 
covered by PV. Considering just 25 % of solar PV input, the thermal energy to operation ratio 
(TOR) or rather efficiency for customer would be 2.32 instead of 1.75.  

As outlined in the figures above the available PV power can just partly used for space heating 
purposes. The power demand of the heat pump system doesn’t fit the PV power supply during 
the whole day. However, this surplus, which may amount to 1,158 kWh per year, can be used 
for heating the thermal storage tank either by means of the normal heat pump operation or by 
means of the electric resistance installed. In this case, the thermal storage tank can be even 
overheated to store excess PV electricity available during daytime and avoid production at 
nights.  

Due to the described deviations of the test arrangement from specified installations, it has to 
be stressed that the results reported shouldn’t be used to evaluate the performance of the PV 
+ heat pump unit, rather to evaluate what are operational issues eventually encountered during 
demonstration in real environment. In particular the above tests highlighted that: 

• Combined system providing heating, cooling and ventilation like the ELFOPack need to 
be carefully installed and operated, in order to guarantee the optimal balance among air 
volume flows. 

• The utilisation of the PV for all the thermal loads is of utmost importance in order to 
maximise the system self-consumption. 

• Using electric resistances overheating storage tanks compared to normal operation 
provided by operating the heat pump compressor, can significantly increase such self-
consumption. The 1.3 kW resistance installed on board of the ELFOPack allows to store 
in the tank, up to 7 kWh of thermal energy a day (increasing temperature from 45 to 85°C) 
which is far higher than the theoretical excel PV electricity available (3.2 kWh a day on 
average). 

• Controlling the heat pump unit according to the PV electricity availability is on the other 
hand a clear requirement, if self-consumption is once more sought. 

• The integration of the MCI with the heat pump needs to be further developed to solve 
communication and management issues that have arisen.   
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4 Tests on the commercial inverter + heat pump system 

The ELFOPack with the Solis mini 1000 4G commercial inverter integrated is a new and 
innovative system that has been installed for the first time in the demo case in Zaragoza.  

Repeating the dynamic tests at DLR with the new configuration was not possible due to the 
facility unavailability when the solution was under development. For this reason, CLIVET tested 
the performance of ELFOPack with commercial inverter at their premises to compare results 
with the ones obtained by the ELFOPack coupled with the MCI at DLR facilities.  

4.1 Tests conditions 

CLIVET facilities are not suited to run tests under dynamic boundary conditions as DLR are. 
On the contrary, they are designed to test under static conditions according to EN 14511-3 
method [2]. This normative requires maintaining the unit in stable condition for a fixed time with 
measurement of main parameters of test within the tolerances reported in Table 13. This 
method is used to characterize the heat pump at standard rating conditions in order to get the 
performance coefficient to compare the unit with similar product.  

 

Table 13: Tolerances for steady state test condition according to EN 14511-4:2018 [2] 

 
 

This procedure is then followed also to characterize the performances at part load conditions. 
The part load conditions (Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference.Table 14 – Example of 
part loads for SEER) are some characteristic points from which it’s possible to calculate 
seasonal performances (Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio, SEER, and Seasonal Coefficient 
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of Performance, SCOP) according to calculation method reported in EN 14825 standard [3]. 
This normative doesn’t apply strictly speaking to the ELFOPack, since it cannot be reduced 
only to an outdoor-to-recycled air unit. As a multifunctional unit there has been lack for a long 
time of a normative to performance rating tests. Only from a few years a new normative, the 
EN 16573 [4] has been released to make available a reference also in this field. The basic test 
recommended, both in EN 14825 and in EN 16573, is in any case based on the standard EN 
14511. 

 
Table 14: Part Load Conditions for outdoor air-to-recycled air units according to EN 14511-4:2018 in 

Cooling mode [2] 

 

Such method of benchmark of an heat pump, although is used nowadays to compare different 
commercial heat pumps, consider tests performed in stable condition, which are very far from 
the real performances achievable in a real environment, in which the dynamical variation of 
internal and external temperature affect very much performance results.  

This is particularly true for heat pumps driven by a variable speed compressor because the 
evaluation with dynamic test can stress out the advantage of the algorithms of regulation of 
the heat pump itself. Just to be clearer, the goodness of the regulation algorithm can have a 
fundamental impact on real efficiency of the heat pump in the same application and with the 
same dynamical trend of temperature, even if the two units in comparison are characterize by 
the same SCOP and SEER instable tests.  

To perform dynamical test however is not at all an easy task, especially since the test has to 
be run autonomously. Without massive investment and a dedicated design and improvement 
of the hardware and software of the test benches, it has not been possible to perform a full 
dynamic test. On the contrary, a pseudo-dynamic test has been set up by moving from one 
stationary test to the next, in steps that are as small as allowed by the available setup. 

In particular, due to time and technical constraints, I has been decided according to assess 
some realistic winter conditions in terms of outdoor temperatures and available solar radiation. 
The solar profile simulated has been approximated as a triangular one. According to this 
radiation profile, also the external temperature has been considered as varying with a similar 
trend and has been varied with a triangular profile.  

The solar radiation has been simulated thanks to a PV generator to supply power to the Solis 
inverter. The heat pump has been connected also to the grid in order to get electricity when 
solar availability is not sufficient. 

Specific algorithms are implemented in the firmware of the ELFOPack in order to activate the 
multi-stage electric heater in cases of over-production from PV, enabling the system to exploit 
at the maximum the solar power available and exclude power limitation of the inverter. Such 
algorithms have been verified in the first days of test.  
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In these tests, the indoor temperature has not been controlled. In order to perform a realistic 
test, it was decided to simulate a fixed indoor thermal load, thanks to cooling coil driven by a 
dedicated chiller.  

The unit has been left free to regulate as it would do in a real environment. The flowrates were 
set by the testing room operator according to optimal and desired ones, by opening/closing the 
different shunts of the test bench channels, with the fan set at the factory defaults. In this way, 
the mix between recirculation and renewal has been set to the rated conditions. The ELFOPack 
fan operation is in this way the one expected in real installations; hence it is the electric 
consumption. 

During the tests, water draw offs have been disregarded once more; the electric consumption 
of the DHW distribution pump is therefore disregarded too. It can be easily assumed however 
that this contribution is negligible compared to other uses. Moreover, as already stated, 
ignoring DHW loads lowers the overall yearly performance of the system.  

Fans consumption is normally not considered since it depends strongly on the construction of 
the aeraulic distribution in the specific dwelling. An aeraulic plant must be designed in order to 
provide a good compromise between costs and efficiencies variation due to fan power 
absorbed. 100 Pa is the suggested pressure drop of the aeraulic system and the fans operate 
at almost 85 % of their maximum speed under these conditions. Fan speed has been kept at 
this value during tests, in an attempt to induce realistic operation conditions, thus energy uses.  

4.1.1 Test bench 

The test bench is made out of two rooms, one external room (ER) simulating the external 
environment (ET) and one internal room (IR) simulating the internal temperature (IT). The two 
testing rooms are as in Figure 28. 

 

 

Figure 28: Clivet testing rooms for ELFOPack performance tests – Internal and External Room. 
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There are five channels connecting external and internal room to the unit. A flowmeter is placed 
in recirculation, renewal, stale and supply air channels. The missing flowrate is obtained by the 
mass flowrate balance between inlet and outlet streams considering the rest of the chassis 
with negligible mass transfer. A temperature as well as a relative humidity sensor are placed 
in four channels. Stale air channel taking the air from IR, as for recirculation channel, has no 
humidity and temperature sensor, since it’s assumed that these parameters are common to 
the one of recirculation channel.  

 

 

Figure 29: Clivet testing rooms for ELFOPack performance tests – ELFOPack positioning and channels 
protected to and from the upper loft 

 
 

 

Figure 30: Clivet testing rooms for ELFOPack performance tests – ELFOPack channels 
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The IR and ER as well as conditioning units are placed on a loft (Figure 28) which is placed 
over the room in which ELFOPack is installed. A picture of the testing room in the ELFOPack 
zone, below the loft, is in Figure 29.  

The operator can control the operation parameter of the ELFOPack through the dedicated 
software of the testing room, which takes part of the parameter from measurements in field 
and from Modbus variables of the unit. A representation of the working panel of the operator 
is reported in Figure 30. 

During the test, the electric power used by the compressor, power inverter and the fans are 
measured by dedicated power meters. This measurement includes also auxiliaries, which 
however count for less than 20 W. 

The performance of the unit is calculated based on the energy balance around the ELFOPack 
and based on the flows measured in the channels and with the power meters. In particular 
both sensible and latent capacities are taken in consideration for heating/cooling capacities.  

To simulate the PV production, a PV simulator, high voltage DC supply (TerraSAS (ETS) ETS 
600/ 1000) has been used. The PV simulator has a maximum voltage of 1000 VDC and a 
maximum current of 15 A, that make it perfectly adapt for the aim of the tests. Feeding power 
to the grid was not allowed during tests. The power flow from PV simulator to ELFOPack has 
been measured during tests, together with the power from the grid. 

To save the measured data, a PC with Microsoft Windows operating systems is used. On the 
PC runs a Java program that manages the incidental data and saves them to log-files. The 
program also manages the PLCs (Programmable Logic Controller) that collect the measured 
data and controls the command values which are send to the hardware via Modbus in order to 
control the system in the desired way. Test profiles run automatically. 

Table 15 shows a list of installed measuring instruments and their uncertainties. The 
uncertainties of measurements can ensure to have tests inside the limit reported in Table 13. 
 

Table 15: Measuring instruments and uncertainty of measurement 

Measured variable Type Measuring uncertainty 

Electrical power Socomec AP35/AP34 ± 0.5 % (< 6 kW) 

Air flow rate Kimo Debimo KC310-BO 100 ± 5 % 

Air temperature PT100 1/5DIN ±0,2 K  

Air humidity QFA3101 Siemens ±5 % (0 to 100 % r. H.) 

4.2 Test results  

It is important noticing from the beginning of the analysis that the achieved results regarding 
performance are not suitable for efficiency comparisons with the one reported in the technical 
bulletin and in general in all the official Clivet documentation of the unit. This because these 
tests are performed with dynamic variations of temperatures and oscillation of frequency of the 
compressor, while the standard test are in steady state conditions and with fixed operation 
parameters of the unit. 

In addition, in contrast to standardized measurements of the unit, in which it’s not considered 
input power to the when calculating EER and COP under specific conditions, all power 
consumption was considered during this test campaign.  
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Given these deviations, in Figure 31 temperature data of one representative test are reported. 
In this figure it’s possible to see that the external temperature has been varied from 12 °C to 
18 °C, as it would happen during a mid-season sunny day. The internal temperature is kept at 
a constant setpoint. The supply temperature is between 37 to 41 °C and oscillate due to the 
variation of compressor speed. In all the tests reported the timeline, is the laboratory time (tests 
are conducted from the afternoon all-night long) which has nothing to do with a real day time.  

 

 

 

Figure 31: Test Result – Temperature of the air streams at channels during a representative test 
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The compressor oscillation in frequency is reported instead in Figure 32. The minimum 
frequency set is 80 Hz while maximum is set at 200 Hz according to the compressor limits.  

The control of the system is a two-points algorithms: the compressor raises speed to reach 
comfort conditions and keeps a 20 °C set-point. Then the frequency is lowered as soon as the 
set-point is satisfied. Minimum and maximum speeds vary continuously with another algorithm 
optimising the supply air temperature to guarantee a good perceived comfort. The average 
period of the oscillations is about 7 minutes. 
 

 

 

Figure 32: Test Result – Compressor running frequency during a representative test 
 

As can be seen in Figure 33 instead, the flowrates maintained during the test by the fanx are 
stable and very close to the nominal ones. In particular exhaust, supply and external air are 
around 400 m³/h while recirculation is around 300 m³/h and stale extracted air 100 m³/h, as 
expected. In this way the ratio 3:1 of recirculation is respected and real performance of the unit 
in a well-designed aeraulic plant can be seen. 
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Figure 33: Test Result – Air Flowrates at channels during a representative test 

 

 

Figure 34: Test Result - Power Flows during a representative test 

The power flows of the system are reported in Figure 34: the total electric power consumption 
supplied to the ELFOPack comes either from the PV simulator or from the grid and must be 
compared to the thermal energy supplied. The chart also shows the split between solar (in 
green) and grid power (in purple and inverted in sign for graphical clarity).  
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In particular, the solar power from the inverter reaches almost 500 W at the peak. The power 
input from the grid changes the complementarily. Once more oscillations follow the compressor 
speed variations, while fans electricity used is as constant as flow rates are. 

 

 

 

Figure 35: Test Result - Power Loads and Heating Capacity during a representative test 
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Figure 35 instead highlights the split between thermal power provided to renewal air and due 
to transmission losses. The yellow curve represents the renewal air load. This is the energy to 
be supplied to the renewal air (100 m³/h) to reach the set supply conditions. This is a thermal 
load that must be provided by the unit through ventilation and cannot be considered useful to 
cover transmission losses.  

Transmission losses are instead calculated by difference between the heating capacity (heat 
delivered by refrigerant at the condenser to the inflow air) and the calculated renewal air load. 
The load related to transmission losses (blue line) averages 1800 W during this test. 

Figure 36 reports on the calculated COP. Here the COP is calculated considering the overall 
electricity consumption, regardless of its origin (PV simulator or grid): the result in this test day 
is an average value of 2.40, with peaks during central hours of about 3.5 due to increased 
outdoor temperature. If instead the overall system performance is calculated based on the grid 
electricity only at denominator (i.e. discounting PV contribution), a an average value of 3.90 is 
obtained.  
 

 

Figure 36: Test Result – COP trend during one of the most representative test 
 

Basing on the obvious dependency on the external temperature, to demonstrate that the 
efficiency keeps high also with lower external temperature, another test has been done with 
lower operating temperatures, varying from 4 to 12 °C. Once again, the solar power has been 
supposed to vary, as in the previous case, with a triangular profile from 0 to 500 W. The 
temperature of the air steams of this second test are reported in Figure 37, while the flowrates 
are reported in Figure 38.  

In these figures it appears the presence of some defrosting processes. With low external 
temperature indeed, the unit is expected to ice the coil and need to be run in reverse mode to 
defrost the coil, since the ice little by little penalize heat transfer. To do this, the unit detects 
the ongoing phenomenon and manages to defrost the coil consequently.  
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Defrosting has a strong negative effect on the performance and on the thermal capacity, since 
it stops the supply for some time until the coil is de-iced; during this period, cold air is injected 
in the dwelling adding on top of the transmission losses. 

 

 

Figure 37: Test Result – Air Temperature at channels during a cold winter day  
 

 

Figure 38: Test Result – Air Flowrates during a cold winter day 
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Figure 39 and Figure 40 report thermal loads and electrical power fluxes respectively. 

 

 

Figure 39: Test Result – Thermal Load during a cold winter day 

 

 

Figure 40: Test Result – Electrical Power Fluxes during a cold winter day 
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Even in these conditions, the COP of the heat pump varies around 2.3 (see Figure 41), while 
the overall system performance, accounting the electricity drawn from the grid, amounts to 
about 3.5 on a daily average, showing a good potential in coupling solar PV and heat pumps 
especially in low power demand units. 

 

 

Figure 41: Test Result – COP during a cold winter day 
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5 Conclusions 

The task of the DLR Institute of Networked Energy systems (DLR) has been to investigate and 
measure the performance of the new prototype ELFOPack and MCI in order to establish a first 
performance benchmark and identify optimization potential. For the benchmarking of the 
ELFOPack and the MCI, a well-suited time-lapse test was designed, performed and evaluated. 
That means that the system behaviour and efficiency was measured under varying boundary 
conditions, which have been produced with the help of suitable realistic outdoor temperature 
and solar radiation profiles.  

Due to the limitations encountered with respect to the MCI operation and since deviations 
between the correct dynamic operation of the unit and real one have been introduced in tests 
at DLR, some additional tests have been performed at CLIVET.  

The tests have been performed with a commercial inverter Solis Mini 1000 4G by Ginlong. The 
limits of the tests performed are surely significant and the results are not expected to give a 
precise evaluation of the performance in real operation. 

A brief summary of these limits is listed below: 

• Only some single profiles of operation and PV power availability cannot describe the 
seasonal performance of a PV driven heat pump system: all year onditions must be 
considered to characterize a heat pump.  

• Also DHW production has to be considered and some tests with draw off should be taken 
in consideration to characterize a multi-function heat pump like ELFOPack. The 
contemporaneity of need of domestic hot water and air conditioning improves the 
performance of the heat pump. 

• During real operation of the unit also Free-Heating and Free-Cooling have to be 
considered. These modes would also lead to an improvement of performance. 

• Constant thermal load at IR is not completely realistic since the thermal load it’s expected 
to vary according to ET. A test with a realistic thermal load profile surely would have given 
more accurate results. 

 

The heat pump unit shows to be able to reach an average daily COP of 2.40 during a winter 
moderate temperature day, which can lead the overall system to reach a performance of 3.90, 
if the only grid electricity is considered.  

Some proposal to enlarge the integration between ELFOPack and commercial inverter and to 
improve the solution emerged during the tests. In particular, improvements would derive from: 

• Combined system providing heating, cooling and ventilation like the ELFOPack need to 
be carefully installed and operated, in order to guarantee the optimal balance among air 
volume flows. 

• The utilisation of the PV for all the thermal loads is of utmost importance in order to 
maximise the system self-consumption. 

• Developing an algorithm that can vary also the compressor speed based on sunlight power 
available. This can have a strong benefit to consumption but with the drawback of the 
acceptance of deviation from the internal temperature compared to stationary setpoint. 

• Using electric resistances overheating storage tanks compared to normal operation 
provided by operating the heat pump compressor, can significantly increase such self-
consumption. The 1.3 kW resistance installed on board of the ELFOPack allows to store 
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in the tank, up to 7 kWh of thermal energy a day (increasing temperature from 45 to 85°C) 
which is far higher than the theoretical excel PV electricity available (3.2 kWh a day on 
average). 

• Using of a PWM electric heater instead of multi-stage one. This can increase very much 
solar power use in case of over-production from PV because it enables to avoid the cut 
off of power when small over-production is not enough to activate the smaller electric 
heater stage. 

• Setting a power limit of the feed-in not at the heat pump boundaries but at the general 
panel of the dwelling in order to maximize solar power use. This enable the system to 
include as electrical loads also lights and appliance. This clearly makes sense to maximise 
PV utilisation in the building, once the heat pump unit self-consumption has been 
optimised. However, it clearly needs to cope with normative and legal restrictions. 
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